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The protection and inheritance of intangible cultural heritage has become the hot 
topic of the government, the media and the academics since China's accession to the 
Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Heritage in 2003. In 2006 and 2007, 
China announced the first batch of national intangible cultural heritage and national 
intangible cultural heritage inheritors’ representative List. The four directory system 
of national, provincial, city and county take into shape after the intervention of the 
local executive power and promotion. The List of system and management system to 
become China's accession to the Convention became practice realistic measure of 
protection and inheritance of intangible cultural heritage. From the tangible culture to 
the intangible cultural heritage and at all levels of intangible cultural heritage list 
system, the national folk cultural experienced the claims and value evaluation and 
social named program, and finished the culture at home state to consciously state of 
metamorphosis, contain the material and non-material, the national and local, 
directory system in and out of the object and subject, such as main body with the main 
body of the interaction between the relationship betwe n tension and game. 
Taking the custom handicraft_ the cross-stitch of the Yao ethnic group and the 
classical handicraft_ the Baoqing’s bamboo carving as for example, the paper focused 
on the protection and inheritance of the subject's action process through the 
throughout two folk arts and crafts protection and i heritance practice as the main 
line , explored the survival form of folk handicraft before application list , the process 
of application, the protection of practice after entra cing list system and thought the 
interaction and its influence of intangible cultural heritage list system dominated by 
the state discourses and management system, folk handicr ft, inheritors. 
The paper is divided into seven chapters. 
The first chapter is the introduction that confessed r search origin and topic 















theory reference, expounded the research object and he choice of methods, clarified 
research related concepts.  
The second chapter discussed the survival of natural ecology and social cultural 
background about the cross-stitch of the Yao ethnic group and the Baoqing’s bamboo 
carving and analyzed two folk handicraft interdependent nature rationality and social 
relevance.  
The third chapter highlighted the survival and the development of social life 
course and the existence form of two folk handicraft in attention of skill ontology: 
reviewed the development and evolution of the social h story of the Baoqing’s 
bamboo carving with the historical dimension, focuses on the production form of 
bamboo carving techniques about the turn of bamboo; expounded artistic features 
about the cross-stitch of the Yao ethnic group dress characterization and survival 
situation with subjective perspective. 
The fourth chapter reviewed the process of the Baoqing’s bamboo carving and 
the cross-stitch of the Yao ethnic group to apply for state-level intangible cultural 
heritage ,that is to say , the local government changed indifference attitude about the 
declaration and  the strategy and practice of applicant, and clearly showed that the 
local governments turned the country dominating the intangible cultural heritage 
protection activities, and combined with the action strategies and practical operations 
organically and realized the intangible cultural heritage protection and inheritance of 
production and reproduction. After the system into the list, despite a national resource 
allocation and economic support policies to escort, two folk handicrafts survival 
circumstances still can not escape the history and culture of the modern society inertia 
penetration and reflective effects, survival trouble still exists.  
 Based on the establish representative of inheritors process of the Baoqing’s 
bamboo carving and the cross-stitch of the Yao ethnic group, the fifth chapter 
discussed two folk handicrafts representative of inheritors the disputes in and around 
the cognizance and representative inheritance management, the main subject of the 
cultural inheritance and protection carrying many different capital how to brew 















At the same time, after the national intangible cultural heritage representative 
inheritors list established, it will trigger the segmentation which influenced personal 
production, life and skill between the representative inheritors and inheritors.  
Taking the list system two folk handcrafts protection and inheritance path 
choice-the diversion of productive protection mode and the extension of institutional 
education as the entry point, the sixth chapter showed the tangle between the skill of 
the historical continuity and real utility which t e Baoqing’s bamboo carving and the 
cross-stitch of the Yao ethnic group faced. 
Finally, the paper put forward thinking about the protection and inheritance of 
the Baoqing’s bamboo carving and the cross-stitch of the Yao ethnic group from the 
protection concept and mode. 
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